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ABSTRACT

We present color term transformations for magnitudes measured on the WFC3 UVIS2 detector

relative to UVIS1 for three ultra-violet filters, namely F218W , F225W , and F275W . In the

worst case, for cool red sources measured on UVIS2, there is a magnitude offset relative to UVIS1

up to ∼ 0.08 mag, while the offset is negligible for hot (Teff & 30,000 K) blue sources. For

sources observed on the same detector the color term is smaller and up to ∼ 0.02 mag for the

reddest sources. The color term transformations are provided as magnitude offsets as a function

of color corresponding to different spectral types and are listed in lookup tables in the Appendix.

1 Introduction

The two detectors of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) UVIS channel, UVIS1 and UVIS2, have

different quantum efficiencies in the ultra-violet (UV) regime (λ . 4,000 Å, see Fig. 5.2 in the

WFC3 Instrument Handbook, IHB). Moreover, the sensitivity of both WFC3 detectors is changing

with time and the rate of change is different for each detector (Gosmeyer et al. 2016, Shanahan et

al. 2017), resulting in time-dependent count rate ratios. In 2016, the WFC3 team implemented a

chip-dependent photometric calibration and new values of the inverse sensitivities for UVIS1 and

UVIS2 were provided (Deustua et al. 2016), and later improved by using updated CALSPEC mod-

els (Deustua et al. 2017, ISR WFC3 2017-14). WFC3 calibration pipeline, calwf3 v3.3 (and later

versions) normalizes UVIS2 to UVIS1 by multiplying UVIS2 by the ratio of the inverse sensitivi-

ties of UVIS2 to UVIS1 (in PHTRATIO image header keyword). Because the system throughputs
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of the two detectors differ in the UV, in order to enable AstroDrizzle to produce homogenous com-

bined images of the WFC3/UVIS field of view (in e−/s), PHTRATIO for the UV filters (F218W ,

F225W , and F225W ) was modified to match the count rate ratio of UVIS1 and UVIS2 for hot

stars (Teff ≥ 30,000 K, Deustua et al. 2017, ISR WFC3 2017-07). However, for cooler stars, the

count rate ratios are still different from the modified PHTRATIO (Mack et al. 2015). In this ISR

we provide color term transformations between UVIS2 and UVIS1 for UV filters as a function of

the source color so that count rates (and fluxes) of cooler/redder stars measured on UVIS2 match

the count rates measured on UVIS1.

1.1 Count rates as a function of the source spectral energy distribution

Following the discussion in Bohlin (2014), the instrument count rate, Ne, in photoelectrons per

second, is defined as:

Ne =
A

hc

∫
Fλ · λ · R · dλ (1)

where A is the telescope collecting area, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, R is

the system throughput and Fλ is the source spectral flux density in erg · s−1 · cm−2 · Å−1 (often

simply called ”flux”). The inverse sensitivity S is defined as:

S =
hc

A ·
∫
λ · R · dλ

(2)

and has units of erg · cm−2 · Å−1 / e−. The flux is thus:

F = S ·Ne = S · C (3)

where C is the source count rate in e−/s.

We now define F1, S1, C1 as the flux, inverse sensitivity and count rate for a source observed

with UVIS1, and F2, S2, C2 are the same quantities for UVIS2. For the same filter, the system

throughput HST+WFC3+CCD+FILTER is not the same for UVIS1 and UVIS2 as it is shown in

Figs. 1, 2, 3 for F218W , F225W , and F275W , respectively. This difference in throughput

is due to UVIS2 having a significantly higher quantum efficiency compared to UVIS1 in this

wavelength regime (λ . 4,000 Å, see Fig. 5.2 in the IHB). In the same figures, the spectral energy

distributions (SEDs) of the hot white dwarf GD153 (blue), the A-type star 1812095 (green), the

F-type star HD160617 (yellow) and the G-type star P330E (red) are also shown. These SEDs

have radically different shapes, with the SED of GD153 decreasing with wavelength, the SED

of 1812095 being approximately flat, and the SEDs of HD160617 and P330E increasing in the

considered wavelength interval. Consequently, the count rates at the effective wavelengths (C1 and

C2), and the fluxes (F1 and F2 ), will be different for the two detectors:

F1 = S1 × C1 6= F2 = S2 × C2 (4)

and:

S2/S1 6= C1/C2 (5)

Hot (Teff > 30,000 K) stars will have higher count rates in UVIS2 compared to UVIS1 (C2 >
C1), while count rates will be similar for the two detectors for A-type stars such as 1812095 (C2 ∼
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Figure 1: Throughput of the system (HST + WFC3 + UVIS1/2 + filter) for UVIS1 (solid line) and

UVIS2 (dashed) as a function of wavelength. The pivot wavelengths are also indicated with vertical

lines. The spectral energy distribution for the CALSPEC white dwarf (WD) GD-153 (blue) and

the A-type star 1812095 (green) are shown in the top panel, while bottom panel shows the spectral

energy distribution for the F-type star HD160617 (yellow) and the G-type star P330E (red). Note

that the fluxes are arbitrarily scaled to over-plot them with the filter throughput.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for the F225W filter.
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C1), and they will be larger in UVIS1 compared to UVIS2 for redder stars, such as HD160617 and

P330E (C2 < C1).

In order to match UVIS1 and UVIS2 count rate ratios for hot stars in the UV filters F218W ,

F225W , and F275W , calwf3 v3.3 (and later) uses a modified inverse sensitivity for UVIS1, S
′

1,

so that:

S2

S
′

1

=
C1

C2

(6)

calwf3 v3.3 then populates the image header keywords PHFTLAM1, PHTFLAM2, PHOT-

FLAM, and PHTRATIO, with the values of the UVIS1 modified inverse sensitivity, S
′

1, the UVIS2

inverse sensitivity (S2), the true UVIS1 inverse sensitivity (S1), and the ratio of the inverse sensi-

tivities, S2/S
′

1. Because S
′

1 is derived from photometry of the hot CALSPEC primary white dwarfs

(G191B2B, GD71, and GD153), PHTRATIO only equals the count rate ratio, C1/C2, for hot stars,

but not for cooler stars as their SEDs are largely different in the UV regime as shown before. In

this ISR we will derive magnitude offsets for three UV filters as a function of the source color to be

applied to magnitudes measured on UVIS2 to transform the photometry to the UVIS1 photometric

system.

However, for the most accurate photometry in the UV filters the best strategy is to treat the

two detectors separately and apply their true respective inverse sensitivities (S1 or S2) to derive

properly calibrated fluxes for the sources. Note that when treating the detectors separately, no

color term transformation is needed as a function of source spectral type.

The study presented in this ISR is based on synthetic photometry of a set of CALSPEC stars

and observations of the Galactic globular cluster (GCC) ω Cen. This cluster was selected because

its stars cover a broad range of spectral types from the main-sequence to the hot extreme horizontal

branch stars.

New calibration observations are also scheduled to execute in summer 2018 (program 15399,

PI: Calamida) to provide UV photometry of three CALSPEC standards of different spectral type,

GD153 (WD), 1819025 (A type), and P330E (G type), to further constrain the color term transfor-

mations.

The next section of this ISR describes the selected sample of CALSPEC stars and how their

synthetic magnitudes are used to derive the color transformations between UVIS2 and UVIS1. In

section 3 we describe the observations and data reduction procedure; magnitude offsets are derived

from ω Cen star samples measured on the same and on different detectors. Color transformations

for the three UV filters are derived from synthetic photometry and compared to values obtained

with observed photometry in section 4, and in section 5 we draw the conclusions. The Appendix

lists the lookup tables with the derived corrections in magnitudes according to the source spectral

type or color to be applied to sources observed on UVIS2.

2 Color term trasnformations based on synthetic photometry

Synthetic magnitudes in the five filters F218W , F225W , F275W , F606W and F814W , for the

three primary CALSPEC WDs, GD71, GD153 and G191B2B, and all other CALSPEC stars with

available STIS or STIS+NICMOS spectra1, were produced, as predicted for the telescope and the

1http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 1 but for the F275W filter.
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Figure 4: Synthetic ST magnitude difference for a sample of CALSPEC stars of varying spectral

type (WDs include G191B2B, GD71 and GD153), as computed for three UV filters and different

UVIS detectors.

UVIS1 or UVIS2 detector at 10 pixel aperture radius, using PySynphot2. The two redder filters are

included to separate stars of different spectral type by using their synthetic color.

All the synthetic magnitudes are in the STMAG photometric system and the color term trans-

formations will be provided as magnitude offsets in this system. We recommend users calibrate

their magnitudes to the STMAG photometric system by using the published inverse sensitivities

and then apply the color term transformations presented in the current ISR. However, if the AB

system is preferred, ST magnitudes can be converted to AB magnitudes by using:

MAGAB = MAGSTMAG − 5 · logλp + 18.6921 (7)

where λp is the pivot wavelength of the adopted filter given by the image header keyword

PHOTPLAM. Color term transformations in the VEGAMAG system won’t be provided since this

system is anchored to the color of the hot star Vega (α Lyr), which would introduce an additional

color term in the transfomations.

We derived synthetic ST magnitudes for a total of 67 stars listed in Table 1, from the hottest

WDs to the cooler G-type stars, including α Lyr. We then selected four different spectral type: WD,

A-type, F-type, G-type stars, using the three primary CALSPEC WDs, G191B2B, GD153, GD71,

1812095, HD160617, and P330E, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the synthetic magnitude offsets for

the selected four population of CALSPEC stars as observed with the telescope and UVIS1 and

UVIS2 in the three filters F218W , F225W and F275W . The plot shows that there is a clear

increase of the magnitude offset as a function of the star color: redder (and cooler) sources have a

larger offset. The magnitude offset between UVIS1 and UVIS2 is the largest for the F225W filter,

being ≈ 2% for the hot A type star 1812095, ≈ 4% for the cooler F type, HD160617, and ≈ 8% for

2http://pysynphot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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the coolest G type star P330E. Magnitude offsets between the two detectors are smaller and very

similar for the other two UV filters, ranging from ≈ 1% for the A type stars to ≈ 4% for the cooler

P330E. The derived synthetic magnitude offsets for the three filters and the four spectral types are

listed in Table 2.

3 Color term transformations based on observations

In order to validate the color term transformations based on synthetic photometry we used WFC3

observations of the globular cluster ω Cen (program GO-11911, PI: Sabbi). For the current analysis

we selected a total of eight exposures in four different filters, namely F225W , F275W , F606W ,

and F814W , distributed in two different observing epochs, January and April 2010. Observations

in the two redder filters are needed to have color combinations more sensitive to the star temper-

ature, such as (UV filter - F606W ) or (UV filter - F814W ), and to better select samples of stars

of different spectral type with the F275W , F275W − F814W color-magnitude diagram (CMD,

see Fig. 5). Exposure times were 40s for the F606W and F814W filters, and 800 and 900s for the

F225W and F275W filters, respectively. The orient angle of the images ranged from ∼ 149 to

∼ -115 degrees, for a resulting difference in rotation angle of 96 degrees. With this observational

strategy, stars that fall in one detector amplifier in the first epoch, fall in the subsequent one in the

second epoch. As a result, in between the two epochs, half of the stars are measured on the same

detector, but different amplifiers, while the other half is measured in two different detectors and

amplifiers. Fig. 6 show a schematic view of the observational strategy while the log of the data is

in Table 3. Images of ω Cen in the F218W filter are not available so we only use the F225W and

F275W filters to validate the color term transformations.
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Figure 5: Left: Un-reddened F275W,F275W −F814W CMD of ω Cen stars. The selected EHB,

HB, MS and RGB stars are shown with different colors. Right: Un-reddened F225W,F225W −

F814W CMD of the same stars.
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Table 1: List of the 67 CALSPEC standard stars used in the analysis.

Star name Sp. type V B − V Py. name Py. Spectrum

10Lac O9V 4.88 -0.21 10lac stis 004

1732526 A4V 12.53 0.12 1732526 stisnic 004

1740346 A6V 12.48 0.20 1740346 stisnic 003

1743045 A8III 13.52 0.28 1743045 stisnic 004

1757132 A3V 12.01 -0.10 1757132 stis 004

1802271 A2V 11.98 0.08 1802271 stisnic 004

1805292 A4V 12.28 0.14 1805292 stisnic 004

1808347 A3V 11.69 . . . 1808347 stis 004

1812095 A5V 11.74 0.20 1812095 stisnic 004

AGK + 81266 sdO 11.95 -0.36 agk 81d266 stisnic 006

ALPHALY R A0V 0.031 0.00 alpha lyr stis 008

BD + 023375 A5 9.93 0.45 bd02d3375 stis 003

BD + 174708 sdF8 9.47 0.44 bd 17d4708 stisnic 006

BD + 210607 F2 9.22 0.44 bd21d0607 stis 003

BD + 262606 A5 9.73 0.39 bd26d2606 stis 003

BD + 284211 sdO 10.51 -0.34 bd 28d4211 stis 004

BD + 292091 F5 10.22 0.50 bd29d2091 stis 003

BD + 541216 sdF6 9.71 0.48 bd54d1216 stis 003

BD + 601753 A1V 9.65 0.07 bd+60d1753 stis 004

BD + 75325 O5p 9.55 -0.33 bd 75d325 stis 004

FEIGE110 sdO 11.83 -0.30 feige110 stisnic 006

FEIGE34 sdO 11.14 -0.23 feige34 stis 004

G191B2B DA.8 11.781 -0.33 g191b2b stisnic 006

GD153 DA1.2 13.346 -0.29 gd153 stisnic 006

GD71 DA1.5 13.032 -0.25 gd71 stisnic 006

GRW + 705824 DA2.4 12.77 -0.09 grw 70d5824 stisnic 007

HD009051 G7III 8.92 0.81 hd009051 stis 003

HD031128 F4V 9.14 0.41 hd031128 stis 003

HD074000 sdF6 9.66 0.45 hd074000 stis 003

HD106252 G0 7.36 0.64 hd106252 stis 004

HD111980 F7V 8.38 0.53 hd111980 stis 003

HD116405 A0V 8.34 -0.07 hd116405 stis 004

HD14943 A5V 5.91 0.19 hd14943 stis 004

HD158485 A4V 6.50 0.13 hd158485 stis 004

HD159222 G1V 6.56 0.65 hd159222 stis 004

HD160617 F 8.73 0.45 hd160617 stis 003

HD163466 A6V 6.85 0.19 hd163466 stis 004

HD165459 A4V 6.86 0.13 hd165459 stisnic 004

HD185975 G3V 8.10 0.68 hd185975 stis 003

HD200654 G 9.11 0.63 hd200654 stis 003

HD205905 G2V 6.74 0.62 hd205905 stis 004

HD37725 A3 8.31 -0.19 hd37725 stis 004

HD37962 G2V 7.85 0.65 hd37962 stis 004

HD38949 G1V 7.80 0.57 hd38949 stis 004

HD60753 B3IV 6.68 -0.09 hd60753 stis 003

HD93521 O9Vp 6.99 -0.27 hd93521 stis 004

HS2027 + 0651 DO 16.9 . . . hs2027 stis 004

HZ21 DO2 14.69 -0.33 hz21 stis 004

HZ4 DA3.4 14.51 0.09 hz4 stis 005

HZ44 sdO 11.67 -0.29 hz44 stis 004

KF06T2 K1.5III 13.80 1.30 kf06t2 stisnic 004

KSI2Ceti B9III 4.28 -0.04 ksi2ceti stis 004

LAMLEP B0.5IV 4.27 -0.23 lamlep stis 004

LDS749B DBQ4 14.674 -0.04 lds749b stisnic 006

MUCOL O9.5V 5.15 -0.26 mucol stis 004

P041C GOV 12.16 0.68 p041c stisnic 007

P177D G0V 13.49 0.60 p177d stisnic 007

P330E G2V 13.03 0.64 p330e stisnic 008

SIRIUS A1V -1.46 0.00 sirius stis 002

SNAP − 1 sdB 15.40 0.20 snap1 stisnic 006

WD0308− 565 sdB 14.07 -0.11 wd0308 565 stis 004

WD0320− 539 DA 14.9 . . . wd0320 539 stis 004

WD0947 + 857 DA 16.4 . . . wd0947 857 stis 004

WD1026 + 453 DA 16.13 -0.04 wd1026 453 stis 004

WD1057 + 719 DA1.2 14.68 . . . wd1057 719 stisnic 006

WD1657 + 343 DA1 16.1 . . . wd1657 343 stisnic 006

SUN G2V -26.75 0.63 sun stis 002
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Table 2: Synthetic magnitude offsets in the STMAG photometric system for a sample of CALSPEC stars of different

spectral type (WDs include the average of the three primary standards, G191B2B, GD153, GD71) as observed in three

UV filters and different UVIS detectors.

Stars Filter ∆ Mag (UVIS1 - UVIS2) RMS

WDs F218W 0.0000 0.0002

1812095 F218W -0.007 . . .

HD160617 F218W -0.012 . . .

P330E F218W -0.036 . . .

WDs F225W 0.0006 0.0007

1812095 F225W -0.021 . . .

HD160617 F225W -0.036 . . .

P330E F225W -0.074 . . .

WDs F275W 0.0000 0.0004

1812095 F275W -0.013 . . .

HD160617 F275W -0.017 . . .

P330E F275W -0.030 . . .

Table 3: Log of the selected WFC3 - UVIS observations of ω Cen (GO-11911).

Image name Filter Date Orient angle Exposure time

(degree) (s)

ibc303o4q F225W 2010-01-13 149.8 900.0

ibc304wcq F225W 2010-04-29 -115.2 900.0

ibc302j8q F275W 2010-01-12 149.8 800.0

ibc304v8 F275W 2010-04-29 -115.2 800.0

ibc303n9q F606W 2010-01-13 149.8 40.00

ibc304v3q F606W 2010-04-29 -115.2 40.00

ibc302ioq F814W 2010-01-12 149.8 40.00

ibc304w8q F814W 2010-04-29 -115.2 40.00
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Figure 6: Schema of the observational strategy for ω Cen (GO-11911): between the two epochs,

January and April 2010, half of the stars were observed on the same WFC3 - UVIS detector

but different amplifiers (cyan shaded areas), while the other half was measured in two different

detectors and amplifiers (white).

3.1 Data reduction

Images were processed with calwf3 v3.3 and the latest image photometry table, 1681905hi imp.fits,

which applies the modified PHTRATIO values for UV filters to match the count rates across the

detectors for hot sources. UVIS2 is then scaled to UVIS1 (FLUXCORR = PERFORM in the im-

age header). The processed FLT images were also multiplied by the pixel area map (PAM) to

correct for the differences in the area of each pixel in the sky due to the geometric distortion of

WFC3/UVIS.

Source lists for all filters were derived by using the F275W frames, and aperture photometry

was performed with DAOPHOT. An aperture radius of 5 pixels and a sky annulus with radii 7 and

20 pixel were used. Magnitudes were corrected to a 10 pixel aperture as described in Mack et al.

(2013): the detector was divided into a 9×10 pixel grid and a Point Spread Function (PSF) was

computed for each grid position based on stars in that region. In this way the PSF is fine-tuned

to match the mean focus in each image (Bellini & Bedin, 2009; Anderson et al. 2006). The new

chip-dependent inverse sensitivities for UVIS13 were used to bring the magnitudes to the STMAG

photometric system.

The final calibrated catalog included ≈ 20,000 stars and was matched with the GAIA data

release 1 (DR1) catalog to derive astrometry. This catalog was then matched with Advance Camera

for Surveys (ACS) and WFC3 PSF photometry from Castellani et al. (2007) and Bellini et al.

(2010). The matched catalog includes 13,645 well-measured stars.

The observed magnitudes and colors were un-reddened by assuming a reddening value of

3http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/uvis zpts/uvis1 infinite#r10
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E(B − V ) = 0.11 for ω Cen (Calamida et al. 2005) and the Cardelli et al. (1989) reddening law.

We then obtained:

• AF225W = 2.64×AV ;

• AF275W = 2.02×AV ;

• AF606W = 0.93×AV ;

• AF814W = 0.59×AV ;

• E(F225W − F606W ) = 5.38×E(B − V );

• E(F225W − F814W ) = 6.43×E(B − V );

• E(F275W − F606W ) =3.86×E(B − V );

• E(F275W − F814W ) = 4.2×E(B − V ).

Fig. 5 shows the un-reddened F275W,F275W −F814W (left panel) and F225W,F225W −

F814W CMD (right) of ω Cen stars. The figure reveals how all the low-mass stellar evolutionary

phases are well populated in ω Cen:

• the main-sequence (MS), with the turn-off (TO) point at F814W0 ≈ 18.4 mag;

• the red-giant branch (RGB) phase, with multiple sequences brighter than F814W0 ≈ 17.5

mag;

• the horizontal branch (HB), with color range -3 . (F225W − F814W )0 . 0 mag (-2.5

. (F275W − F814W )0 . 0) and in the magnitude range 15.5 . F814W0 . 18.0 mag;

• the extreme HB (EHB), with color range -5 . (F225W − F814W )0 . -3.0 mag (-4.5

. (F275W − F814W )0 . -2.5) and magnitude range 19.0 . F814W0 . 20.5 mag.

Note that the current aperture photometry is not deep enough to reach the cluster white dwarf

cooling sequence, so the hottest stars available to derive the color term transformations are EHBs.

The peculiar GGC ω Cen is the most massive known in our Galaxy with M = 2.5 × 106

M⊙ (van deVen et al. 2006). It shows the light-element abundance enhancements typical of most

GGCs and also hosts (at least) three separate stellar populations with a large undisputed spread in

metallicity (Norris & Da Costa1995; Calamida et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2010). The presence of

an iron spread among ω Cen stars causes the RGB phase to split in multiple sequences populated

by stars at different metallicities (see Fig. 5). The well-populated stellar evolutionary sequences

of ω Cen, from the hot (blue) EHB stars to the cool (red) RGBs, enable us to study the different

response of the UVIS detectors in the UV filters as a function of stellar spectral types with a single

set of homogeneous observations.

We selected four star samples that represent the stellar spectral types as a function of tempera-

ture, following the four CALSPEC star groups (WDs, A, F and G type). For the source selection

we used ACS and WFC3 PSF photometry and multiple combinations of filters to minimize the ef-

fect of stellar crowding on aperture photometry, as our field of view is centered on the ω Cen core.
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Figure 7: ST magnitude difference for the F225W and F275W filters for ω Cen EHB, HB, MS,

and RGB stars measured on different detectors and amplifiers, A (UVIS1) and C (UVIS2, left

panel), and B (UVIS1) and D (UVIS2, right).

The selected samples of EHB (blue dots), HB (green), MS (yellow) and RGB (red) stars are shown

in the CMDs of Fig. 5. We have a total of 61 EHB, 159 HB, 1,746 MS and 687 RGB stars, with

∼ 3 month period between observations (i.e. a rotation of ∼ 95 degrees). About half of these stars

were measured on amplifier A (AmpA, UVIS1) during the first epoch and on amplifier C (AmpC,

UVIS2) in the second epoch, while the other half were measured on amplifier B (AmpB, UVIS1)

and then on amplifier D (AmpD, UVIS2). Fig. 7 shows the magnitude offset, in the STMAG pho-

tometric system, for the four samples of stars measured in the two different detectors, AmpA and

C (left panel) and AmpB and D (right), at the pivot wavelength of the F225W and F275W filters.

The figure shows that the ω Cen data confirm the increase of the magnitude offset as a function of

the star color: redder (and cooler) sources have a larger offset.

The magnitude offset between AmpA and AmpC for the F225W filter is . 1% for hot EHB

Table 4: Magnitude offsets (∆ Mag) in the STMAG photometric system for ω Cen stars of different spectral type

observed in two UV filters and different UVIS amplifiers. Columns 3 and 5 give the offsets for stars observed on

different detectors (see Fig. 7), while columns 7 and 9 give the offsets for stars observed on the same detector but on

different amplifiers (see Fig. 8).

Sample Filter ∆ Mag RMS ∆ Mag RMS ∆ Mag RMS ∆ Mag RMS

Amp(A - C) Amp(B - D) Amp(C - D) Amp(A - B)

EHB F225W -0.007 0.002 -0.001 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.014 0.001

HB F225W -0.020 0.001 -0.018 0.001 -0.0004 0.002 0.009 0.001

MS F225W -0.042 0.002 -0.039 0.003 -0.009 0.002 -0.006 0.001

RGB F225W -0.084 0.003 -0.089 0.003 -0.008 0.003 -0.006 0.002

EHB F275W 0.006 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.002

HB F275W 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.002 -0.005 0.002 0.002 0.001

MS F275W -0.010 0.001 -0.008 0.002 -0.005 0.001 -0.0005 0.001

RGB F275W -0.021 0.002 -0.019 0.003 -0.005 0.002 -0.0004 0.002
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Figure 8: ST magnitude difference for the F225W and F275W filters for ω Cen EHB, HB, MS,

and RGB stars measured on the same detector but on different amplifiers, A and B (UVIS1, left

panel) and C and D (UVIS2, right).

stars (Teff > 20,000 K), a value within current calibration uncertainties (see WFC3 ISR 2017-

07, where the PHTRATIO values for the UV filters were modified to correct for the slight offset

measured with the primary CALSPEC WDs). The offset is ≈ 2% for the cooler HBs (8,000

< Teff < 20,000 K), in agreement with the synthetic magnitudes from the CALSPEC A-type star

1812095 (green), ≈ 4% for MS stars, in agreement with the F-type star HD160617 (yellow), and

≈ 8% for RGB stars, in agreement with the G-type star P330E (red). It is worth noting that RGBs

might be affected by red leak when observed through UV filters; however, for stars at Teff ≈

5,000 K, the fraction of flux longward of 4,000 Å is ≈ 0.3% for F225W , and is less than 0.1%

for F275W (see Table 6.5 of the IHB).

The magnitude offsets are smaller for the F275W filter, ranging from less than 1% for EHB

and HB stars to ≈ 1 to 2% for MS and RGB stars. Similar magnitude offsets are found for stars

measured on both AmpB and AmpD. All the derived magnitude offsets for both filters and the

fours star samples are listed in Table 4.

Fig. 8 shows the magnitude offset for the same samples of stars measured in the same detector

but on different amplifiers, AmpA and B (left panel) and AmpC and D (right), at the pivot wave-

length of the F225W and F275W filters. The derived magnitude offsets for both filters and the

same detectors are also listed in Table 4. The plots in Fig. 8 show that there is a ≈ 1% magnitude

offset between the amplifiers of UVIS1, AmpA and B, in the F225W filter for EHB, HB and MS

stars, and the difference increases for RGB stars. This difference is probably due to the non uni-

formity of the flat-field and a residual crosshatch pattern in the UV flat fields, which is stronger

in AmpA and B and less obvious in AmpC and D (for more details see Section 5.4.3 of the IHB

and Mack et al. 2015). For example, the expected magnitude offset between AmpA and B in the

F225W filter should be 0.000 mag in the case of a perfect flat-field calibration, but is actually

0.014 mag. However, a small color term is also present, and the magnitude offset between AmpA

and B is ≈ 2% different for the RGB star sample in the F225W filter, and ≈ 0.5% different in

F275W (see Table 4). Red leak may account for only a small fraction of this color term since it is
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≈ 0.3 and 0.1% in F225W and F275W , respectively.

The magnitude offset between the amplifiers of UVIS2, AmpC and D, is smaller and centered

around zero, consistent with the flat fields being smoother for these amplifiers. A small color term

is also present in this case, with the redder RGB stars having a magnitude offset ≈ 1% different

compared to the other spectral types in F225W and ≈ 0.5% in F275W .

A more detailed study of the color term between the amplifiers will be done by using on-orbit

photometry of three CALSPEC standards of different spectral type, GD153, 1812095 and P330E,

to be observed in the four corners of the UVIS detector (calibration proposal GO-15399).

4 The color term transformations

We provide lookup tables to apply color term transformations to observations collected in three UV

filters, namely F218W , F225W , and F275W . The transformations are derived by using synthetic

photometry and validated with real observations in two filters, F225W and F275W (no ω Cen

images are available in F218W ).

For the color term transformations we use the (UV-filter - F606W ) or (UV-filter - F814W )

colors in the UVIS2 detector as a proxy of the star temperature (or spectral type). The choice of

these colors was dictated by the need of a reasonable temperature sensitivity and of transformations

for the most common used colors when observing with WFC3/UVIS.

The four star samples from ω Cen, EHB, HB, MS and RGB, were further selected in pho-

tometric accuracy by keeping 80% of the stars with the smallest magnitude errors, and plotted

in the un-reddened magnitude difference versus color planes. As an example, Fig. 9 shows the

AmpA - AmpC (UVIS1 - UVIS2) magnitude difference in the F225W filter plotted versus the

(F225W − F814W ) UVIS2 color for the selected ω Cen stars (blue dots). ω Cen EHB stars are

in the (F225W − F814W ) color interval -4.5 − -3.0, while HBs are included in the range -2.0 −

0 mag. MS stars cluster at a color of ≈ 0.5, while RGBs are included in the color interval 1.0 −

4.0 mag. These color ranges were selected by using the F814W, F225W − F814W CMD (see

Section 4 and Fig. 5).

It is worth noticing the large spread in magnitude difference between the two amplifiers, -0.08

. ∆Mag . 0.00 for the MS star sample, and -0.12 . ∆Mag . -0.02 for the RGBs. This spread

is larger than the dispersion expected from the photometric errors. Vertical bars in Fig. 9 label the

average magnitude photometric errors at the different colors of ω Cen star samples: the magnitude

spread of the MS and RGB samples is at least a factor of 4 larger than the photometric errors.

As discussed in Section 3, ω Cen is a very peculiar stellar system, hosting multiple stellar

populations with different chemical compositions, i.e. different iron, light-element, and possibly

helium abundance and age. Separate evolutionary sequences are clearly visible and well-separated

along the cluster RGB, while along the MS, the separation becomes less evident since some pop-

ulations overlap. Our MS and RGB samples thus likely include stars from stellar populations with

different chemical abundances. This can contribute to the large spread in magnitude difference that

we observe for these stars.

Fig. 9 also shows the CALSPEC standards’s synthetic magnitudes (black dots) in the same

magnitude difference versus color plane. Before plotting the synthetic values we applied an offset

to scale the magnitudes as measured on UVIS2 to the UVIS1 detector (observed magnitudes are

derived from flux corrected images). These magnitude offsets are obtained from the modified
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Figure 9: Magnitude difference in the F225W filter between AmpA and C (UVIS1 - UVIS2) plot-

ted vs the (F225W − F814W ) UVIS2 color for ω Cen stars (blue dots) and CALSPEC standards

(black). The solid lines are the fit to the data, and dashed lines and shaded areas define the fit 1-σ
limits. The four star samples from ω Cen are labeled and their average photometric error is shown

with vertical bars. The four CALSPEC star spectral types are marked with colored diamonds.

Figure 10: Same as Fig. 9 but for the (F225W − F606W ) color.
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. 9 but for the F275W filter.

Figure 12: Same as Fig. 11 but for the (F275W − F606W ) color.

17
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inverse sensitivities derived in ISR WFC3-2017-07 (see their Table 3).

Fig. 9 shows that the dispersion of the magnitude offset is more than a factor of three smaller

for synthetic photometry than for ω Cen observed photometry (σ ≈ 0.003 vs σ ≈ 0.01 mag), as we

may expect. However, the figure shows a clear trend in both observed and synthetic photometry

of the magnitude difference with the star color, with the difference increasing for cooler stars.

We plotted the same star samples and the CALSPEC stars in the (UVIS1 - UVIS2) magnitude

difference versus the (F225W − F606W ) UVIS2 color plane in Fig. 10. The same trend is also

present in this plane.

We then performed a least-square polynomial fit of both the observed and the synthetic se-

quences by weighting for the measured photometric errors in the case of ω Cen stars. The coeffi-

cients of the cubic polynomials that fit the observed and synthetic sequences are listed in Table 5,

and the blue and black solid lines in Figs. 9 and 10 show the best fit to the data. The dashed lines

and the shaded areas define the 1-σ limits.

Figs. 9, 10 and Table 5 show that the cubic polynomial coefficients derived with observed and

synthetic photometry are, within uncertainties, in excellent agreement for the F225W filter. In the

case of the F275W filter, the agreement is quite good but a shift of ≈ 1% between observed and

synthetic magnitudes is present, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

This difference might be due to the PHTRATIO value used to calibrate ω Cen photometry.

It is worth mentioning that a similar magnitude difference was found by Mack et al. (2016):

observations of G191B2B stepped across the two UVIS detectors on images processed with the

modified PHTRATIO in the F275W filter show a residual mean offset of ≈ 1% (see Table 4 in

Mack et al. 2016), in agreement with what we find with ω Cen data. Stepped observations of GD71

in the F225W filter show a residual mean centered on zero, also in agreement with ω Cen data.

The issue with PHTRATIO in the F275W filter can have different contributing factors. As

discussed before, the UVIS detector inverse sensitivities change differently with time and the count

rate ratio of the two detectors is different as a function of the observing epoch. Current inverse

sensitivities were derived from a set of observations taken in between 2009 and 2015. The epoch

to which these sensitivities are normalized is ≈ 2012.5. However, our observations were collected

in 2010, approximately 3 years before. The change in sensitivities is different for UVIS1 and

UVIS2 and for each filter, and it has been characterized and described in Shanahan et al. (2017).

This ISR shows how the sensitivity for the F225W filter increased, starting in 2009, and then

decreased with time, remaining approximately constant between 2010 and 2013, i.e the epoch of

the ω Cen observations (MJD = 55316) and the reference epoch of the calibration (MJD ≈ 56412),

for UVIS1, while slightly decreasing for UVIS2 (by less than 0.5%). However, the sensitivity for

the F275W filter decreased between the two epochs for UVIS1, while it increased for UVIS2,

for a net difference of ≈ 1% (see Fig. 8 of the cited ISR). A fraction of the residual magnitude

difference between the UVIS detectors in the F275W filter is then caused to the different detectors’

sensitivity evolution with time. Time-dependent inverse sensitivities will be delivered in the future

for an improved UVIS photometric calibration.

Another contributing factor to the residual magnitude offset between the two detectors in

F275W is the way PHTRATIO is computed. The average photometry of the three primary CAL-

SPEC WDs is used to estimate PHTRATIO, and the WDs are located in the corners of the UVIS

detector, where the flat-field errors are larger.

All the aforementioned issues affect the scaling of UVIS2 to UVIS1, done by using PHTRA-

TIO, producing a residual magnitude offset between the two detectors of ≈ 1%.
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Table 5: Coefficients of the cubic polynomials that fit the observed and synthetic sequences in the magnitude differ-

ence versus color planes. The polynomials have the form: MagUV 1 −MagUV 2 = ∆Mag = c0 + c1 × colorUV 2 +

c2 × color2UV 2
+ c3 × color3UV 2

.

Sample Filter ColorUV 2 c0 c1 c2 c3
Syn F218W F218W -F606W -0.0054±0.0005 -0.0028±0.0004 -0.00104±0.00006 -0.00017±0.00003

Syn F218W F218W -F814W -0.0077±0.0005 -0.0042±0.0003 -0.00123±0.00007 -0.00014±0.00002

Syn F225W F225W -F606W -0.020±0.001 -0.0098±0.0005 -0.0017±0.0001 -0.00010±0.00002

Obs(A-C) F225W F225W -F606W -0.024±0.002 -0.008±0.003 -0.0026±0.0005 -0.0004±0.0003

Obs(B-D) F225W F225W -F606W -0.021±0.005 -0.012±0.006 -0.003±0.0009 0.0001±0.0008

Syn F225W F225W -F814W -0.027±0.001 -0.0112±0.0004 -0.0016±0.0001 0.00000±0.00002

Obs(A-C) F225W F225W -F814W -0.033±0.003 -0.013±0.002 -0.0019±0.0008 0.0000±0.0002

Obs(B-D) F225W F225W -F814W -0.038±0.006 -0.015±0.004 -0.0011±0.002 0.0001±0.0006

Syn F275W F275W -F606W -0.0126±0.0004 -0.0075±0.0003 -0.00070±0.00007 0.00016±0.00002

Obs(A-C) F275W F275W -F606W 0.005±0.002 -0.005±0.003 -0.003±0.0005 -0.0004±0.0004

Obs(B-D) F275W F275W -F606W 0.001±0.002 -0.005±0.004 -0.001±0.0005 -0.0001±0.0005

Syn F275W F275W -F814W -0.018±0.0003 -0.0069±0.0002 -0.00026±0.00004 -0.00010±0.00001

Obs(A-C) F275W F275W -F814W -0.008±0.002 -0.008±0.002 0.0001±0.001 0.0003±0.0004

Obs(B-D) F275W F275W -F814W -0.005±0.003 -0.007±0.003 -0.001±0.002 0.0000±0.0005

Table 5 shows that the color term transformations derived by fitting the (AmpA - AmpC) or

(AmpB - AmpD) magnitude difference versus color planes are, within uncertainties, in very good

agreement. For the F218W filter only synthetic photometry is fitted and the derived fit coefficients

for all filters, with their errors, are listed in Table 5. Errors for the derived transformations range

from ≈ 0.03 - 0.3% for the synthetic sequences to ≈ 0.1 - 0.6% for the observed sequences.

4.1 Lookup tables

In order to provide color term transformations for different stellar spectral types we divided the

color ranges, (UV-filter - F606W ) or (UV-filter - F814W ), into 0.5 mag color bins. These color

bins corresponds to different temperature ranges and stellar spectral types. For the F218W filter,

we indicate in the lookup tables the color range and the spectral type of the CALSPEC stars used

to derive the color transformations (Table 6). For the F225W and F275W filters, the temperature

range is also indicated. To convert the observed colors to star temperatures we used BASTI4

theoretical models: an α-enhanced isochrone for an age of t = 12 Gyr and metallicity Z = 0.0006,

and helium abundance Y = 0.246, and the corresponding Zero-Age Horizontal Branch sequence,

appropriate for the main stellar population in ω Cen. Table 7 and 8 in the Appendix list the

different color bins (first column), the corresponding stellar spectral type and temperature range

(second and third column), and the magnitude offset in the form (UVIS1 - UVIS2) for synthetic

and observed photometry with the relative RMS. The magnitude offsets from ω Cen observations

are an average of the differences (AmpA - AmpC) and (AmpB - AmpD). The RMS values show

that transformations derived by using synthetic photometry are at least a factor of 5 more accurate

than corrections derived from real observations. We advise users to apply the synthetic color term

transformations to their data.

4http://albione.oa-teramo.inaf.it/
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5 Conclusions

In this ISR we derived color term transformations for the UVIS2 detector when observing with

three UV filters, namely F218W , F225W , and F275W . These corrections are needed since

UVIS1 and UVIS2 have different quantum efficiencies in the UV regime (λ . 4,000 Å) resulting

in different count rate ratios as a function of the spectral type of the source. It is worth noting

that for data downloaded from the MAST archive, UVIS2 is automatically scaled to UVIS1 by

using the PHTRATIO values derived from the hot primary CALSPEC WDs, G191B2B, GD153

and GD71. We advise users to apply the transformations provided in this ISR (Table 6, 7, 8) to

UVIS2 magnitudes when calibrating photometry of stars cooler than ≈ 30,000 K in the UV filters,

e.g. when observing stellar fields that include stars of different spectral types, such as open and

globular clusters, resolved local group galaxies, Galactic stellar populations. The transformations

derived in this ISR can also be used to correct photometry of other red sources, such as high-

redshift galaxies, observed with the UV filters. Sources hotter than ≈ 30,000 K do not requite a

color term magnitude offset. In addition, sources of any spectral type observed on one detector

only will not require any magnitude offset.

The current color term transformations were derived using synthetic photometry for a set of

CALSPEC stars and validated with on-orbit WFC3 observations of the globular cluster ω Cen. A

future ISR will present color term transformations for the same UV filters based on WFC3 obser-

vations of three CALSPEC standards, namely GD153, 1812095 and P330E (calibration proposal

GO-15399). The color term transformations are presented in the form of lookup tables which pro-

vide a magnitude offset between the two detectors in the form MagUV 1 −MagUV 2 as a function

of the source color (spectral type/temperature), to be applied to magnitudes of sources observed on

UVIS2 to bring them onto the UVIS1 photometric system.
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Appendix

This appendix lists lookup tables with color term transformations to be applied to UVIS2 cali-

brated ST magnitudes when observing with three UV filters. The transformations were derived by

using synthetic photometry for a set of CALSPEC stars and on-orbit ω Cen photometry. Table 6

provides corrections for different stellar spectral types for the F218W filter, while Table 7 and 8

list corrections for the F225W and F275W filters.

UVIS2 magnitudes are automatically scaled to the UVIS1 detector by the WFC3 calibration

pipeline (calwf3 v3.3) by using UVIS2 to UVIS1 modified inverse sensitivity ratio, PHTRATIO.

PHTRATIO is derived by using photometry of the CALSPEC primary WDs and is valid for hot

stars, Teff ≥ 30,000 K. For cooler stars, when observing with UV filters, PHTRATIO is not equal

to the ratio of the two detectors’ count rates but changes with the stellar spectral type. Photom-

etry for cooler stars measured on the UVIS2 detector thus needs to be corrected by applying a

magnitude offset according to their UVIS2 color, if available, or temperature or spectral type. Be-

fore applying the offset to magnitudes measured on the UVIS2 detector, the photometry must be

calibrated by using the provided UVIS1 inverse sensitivities5:

STMagUV IS1 = −21.1− 2.5× log(PHOTFLAM) (8)

5http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/uvis zpts
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STMagUV IS2 = −21.1− 2.5× log(PHOTFLAM)−∆Mag (9)

Note that the final photometry for both detectors will be in the UVIS1 system. If the observed

sources lie in the same detector, the color term is negligible (< 1%), and no magnitude offset needs

to be applied.

For users who require sub-percent photometric calibration accuracy, we recommend treating

each UVIS detector separately when observing with UV filters. UVIS1 magnitudes will be de-

rived as before, by using PHOTFLAM, while the UVIS2 magnitudes will be derived by using

PHTFLAM2. Note that in this case, the MAST downloaded images will have to be re-processed

manually through the calwf3 v3.3 pipeline omitting the flux correction, i.e. FLUXCORR must be

set to OMIT in the image headers.
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Table 6: Lookup table for the F218W filter. To correct the UVIS2 magnitudes to the UVIS1

system: MagUV 1 = MagUV 2 +∆(UV IS1− UV IS2).

Color range Spectral type ∆ (UVIS1 - UVIS2) RMS

Mag STMag STMag

F218W - F606W
-4.5/-4.0 O 0.001 0.002

-4.0/-3.5 O -0.001 0.002

-3.5/-3.0 O -0.001 0.002

-3.0/-2.5 B -0.002 0.002

-2.5/-2.0 B -0.002 0.002

-2.0/-1.5 B -0.003 0.002

-1.5/-1.0 A -0.003 0.002

-1.0/-0.5 A -0.004 0.002

-0.5/0.0 A -0.005 0.002

0.0/0.5 A -0.006 0.002

0.5/1.0 A -0.008 0.002

1.0/1.5 F -0.011 0.002

1.5/2.0 F -0.014 0.002

2.0/2.5 G -0.019 0.002

2.5/3.0 G -0.025 0.002

3.0/3.5 G -0.031 0.002

F218W - F814W
-5.5/-5.0 O 0.000 0.002

-5.0/-4.5 O -0.001 0.002

-4.5/-4.0 O -0.001 0.002

-4.0/-3.5 B -0.002 0.002

-3.5/-3.0 B -0.002 0.002

-3.0/-2.5 B -0.003 0.002

-2.5/-2.0 B -0.003 0.002

-2.0/-1.5 A -0.003 0.002

-1.5/-1.0 A -0.004 0.002

-1.0/-0.5 A -0.005 0.002

-0.5/0.0 A -0.007 0.002

0.0/0.5 F -0.009 0.002

0.5/1.0 F -0.011 0.002

1.0/1.5 F -0.015 0.002

1.5/2.0 G -0.020 0.002

2.0/2.5 G -0.025 0.002

2.5/3.0 G -0.031 0.002

3.0/3.5 G -0.039 0.002
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Table 7: Lookup table for the F225W filter. To correct the UVIS2 magnitudes to the UVIS1

system: MagUV 1 = MagUV 2 +∆(UV IS1− UV IS2).

Color range Spectral type Teff ∆ (UVIS1 - UVIS2)Syn RMSSyn ∆ (UVIS1 - UVIS2)Obs RMSObs

Mag K STMag STMag STMag STMag

F225W - F606W

-4.0/-3.5 O > 35,000 -0.001 0.003 . . . 0.017

-3.5/-3.0 O 35,000-30,000 -0.002 0.003 -0.010 0.017

-3.0/-2.5 B 30,000-25,000 -0.003 0.003 -0.010 0.017

-2.5/-2.0 B 25,000-17,500 -0.005 0.003 -0.011 0.017

-2.0/-1.5 B 17,500-12,500 -0.007 0.003 -0.012 0.017

-1.5/-1.0 B 12,500-10,000 -0.010 0.003 -0.014 0.017

-1.0/-0.5 A 10,000-9,500 -0.013 0.003 -0.017 0.017

-0.5/0.0 A 9,500-8,500 -0.017 0.003 -0.021 0.017

0.0/0.5 A 8,500-7,500 -0.022 0.003 -0.025 0.017

0.5/1.0 F 7,500-6,500 -0.028 0.003 -0.032 0.017

1.0/1.5 F 6,500-6,000 -0.035 0.003 -0.040 0.017

1.5/2.0 G 6,000-5,750 -0.042 0.003 -0.050 0.017

2.0/2.5 G 5,750-5,500 -0.051 0.003 -0.062 0.017

2.5/3.0 G 5,500-5,250 -0.061 0.003 -0.077 0.017

3.0/3.5 G 5,250-5,000 -0.073 0.003 -0.094 0.017

F225W - F814W

-5.0/-4.5 O > 35,000 -0.002 0.003 . . . . . .

-4.5/-4.0 O 35,000-30,000 -0.002 0.003 -0.007 0.015

-4.0/-3.5 B 30,000-22,500 -0.003 0.003 -0.007 0.015

-3.5/-3.0 B 22,500-17,500 -0.005 0.003 -0.008 0.015

-3.0/-2.5 B 17,500-15,000 -0.007 0.003 -0.010 0.015

-2.5/-2.0 B 15,000-12,500 -0.009 0.003 -0.013 0.015

-2.0/-1.5 B 12,500-10,000 -0.012 0.003 -0.016 0.015

-1.5/-1.0 A 10,000-9,000 -0.016 0.003 -0.020 0.015

-1.0/-0.5 A 9,000-8,500 -0.020 0.003 -0.025 0.015

-0.5/0.0 A 8,500-7,500 -0.025 0.003 -0.031 0.015

0.0/0.5 F 7,500-6,500 -0.030 0.003 -0.038 0.015

0.5/1.0 F 6,500-6,000 -0.037 0.003 -0.046 0.015

1.0/1.5 G 6,500-5,500 -0.044 0.003 -0.054 0.015

1.5/2.0 G 5,500-5,250 -0.052 0.003 -0.063 0.015

2.0/2.5 G 5,250-5,000 -0.062 0.003 -0.074 0.015
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Table 8: Lookup table for the F275W filter. To correct the UVIS2 magnitudes to the UVIS1

system: MagUV 1 = MagUV 2 +∆(UV IS1− UV IS2).

Color range Spectral type Teff ∆ (UVIS1 - UVIS2)Syn RMSSyn ∆ (UVIS1 - UVIS2)Obs RMSObs

Mag K STMag STMag STMag STMag

F275W - F606W

-3.5/-3.0 O > 35,000 -0.001 0.001 . . . . . .

-3.0/-2.5 O 35,000-30,000 -0.001 0.001 0.008 0.011

-2.5/-2.0 B 30,000-20,000 -0.001 0.001 0.008 0.011

-2.0/-1.5 B 20,000-15,000 -0.002 0.001 0.008 0.011

-1.5/-1.0 B 15,000-12,500 -0.005 0.001 0.007 0.011

-1.0/-0.5 B 12,500-10,000 -0.007 0.001 0.006 0.011

-0.5/0.0 A 10,000-9,000 -0.011 0.001 0.004 0.011

0.0/0.5 A 9,000-8,000 -0.014 0.001 0.002 0.011

0.5/1.0 F 8,000-6,000 -0.018 0.001 -0.002 0.011

1.0/1.5 G 6,000-5,500 -0.023 0.001 -0.007 0.011

1.5/2.0 G 5,500-5,200 -0.027 0.001 -0.013 0.011

2.0/2.5 G 5,200-5,000 -0.031 0.001 -0.021 0.011

F275W - F814W

-5.0/-4.5 O > 35,000 -0.001 0.001 . . . 0.013

-4.5/-4.0 O > 35,000 -0.001 0.001 0.005 0.013

-4.0/-3.5 O/B 35,000-25,000 -0.001 0.001 0.007 0.013

-3.5/-3.0 B 25,000-20,000 -0.002 0.001 0.008 0.013

-3.0/-2.5 B 20,000-15,000 -0.003 0.001 0.008 0.013

-2.5/-2.0 B 15,000-12,500 -0.005 0.001 0.007 0.013

-2.0/-1.5 B 12,500-11,000 -0.007 0.001 0.005 0.013

-1.5/-1.0 B 11,000-10,000 -0.010 0.001 0.002 0.013

-1.0/-0.5 A 10,000-8,500 -0.013 0.001 -0.001 0.013

-0.5/0.0 A 8,500-7,500 -0.016 0.001 -0.005 0.013

0.0/0.5 F 7,500-6,500 -0.020 0.001 -0.009 0.013

0.5/1.0 F/G 6,500-5,500 -0.023 0.001 -0.013 0.013

1.0/1.5 G 5,550-5,250 -0.027 0.001 -0.017 0.013

1.5/2.0 G 5,250-5,000 -0.031 0.001 -0.021 0.013
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